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Public Personnel Reform InPakistan:
Clashing of Ideas
GARTH N. JONES·

The civil service in Pakistan, which was bred in the British imperial
tradition, has to grapple with problems confronting Muslim communities
such as differences among competing religious groups, racial prejudices
and the social caste system. The continuing powerlessness of the poor and
the dieadoantaged, rampant discourtesy, unsatisfactory public service and
elitism count among the major criticisms hurled at the Pakistani
bureaucracy. Despite radical efforts to reform the civil service, the
establishmentarian personnel system was essentially preserved and even
grew stronger. Measures which have beenl more effective in gradually
shaping the civil service have been identified as: (1) maintenance of
institutions for public service training; (2) employment of quotas and
ethnic preferences; (3) rationalizciion: between technocrats and generalists
in staffing key positions, (4) provision for lateral appointment and
movement ofpersonnel; and (5) establishment of the Unified National Pay
Scale. .

Introduction

Pakistan was born out of communal phobia. The Muslim minority, although
sizeable in numbe~ and concentrated 'in strategic territories, feared living in a
new nation-state dominated by secularist Hindus (Stephens 1966:Chapter 1;
Symonds 1949:Part I). For over two centuries Muslim communities were sapped
by invidious conflicts: differences of competing religious groups, racial prejudices
of white and brown, struggles of caste and outcast. Behind these controversies
was the even more emotional issue of culture and civilization, or fundamentals
governing life. Included here were modes of thought, basic assumptions, norms of
behavior, and codes of values.. India has no common heritage such as the Western
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World derived from Greeks, Romans and Jews (Spear 1967:11-26). Its historic
subcontinent has long' been~haracierized by virulent .eocio-religioue variations
and violent contrasts. V.S. Naipaul captured the contrariety, .with its incessant'
splinterings, 'disintegration and rejuvenation, iii the title of his recent book: A'
Million Million Mutinies Now (1990).1

Followingthe Indian Mutiny of 1857 (sometimes termed by the nationals of
, the subcontinent as 'thEi War ?f Independence ,or the Great Revolt), the British Raj
with remarkable effort arrested fissiparous tendencies.. For the only time' in
history, the subcontinent was consolidated. .under one governmental authority.'
Until the beginning of World War II, it was difficult to fault this administrative
state. It accomplished "good works," inspite of its imperial being.

- \

The British Raj was conceived in the terms of "three arms": "criminal justice"
(law and order), the treasury (assessment and collection of revenue), an'd the army
(imperial power) (Tinker. lQ6~:151).,,' In structure this triune .system was \
essentially a product of Mughalhistory (Qureshi 1966 and Dabashi 1988). It was
British in ethos, by' its .subordination 'of the military to civil authority. The
operation 'of the administrative state was tempered by a free and active press, and
independent-minded judiciary based on English common, law, and Parliamentary
oversight of the British government. It was infused with progressive' values' of
19th century British political life including the criteria of public service merit and
praiseworthy accomplish~~nts: vr,

, ' , "

These two' noble 'ideals, 'meritorious as they may be in themselves, could not
submerge' the cry for human freedom.'The British 'Raj was a despotic state',
maintained by foreign agents. By the turn of the '20th century both endogamous
and exogamous nationalist leaders were steadfastly contesting imperial rule, with
the objective' of establishing anindependent India (Roberts 1967f .' ,,", '

History was' 'on' their ,side. "Increasingly, 19th century empires proved
burdensome to their metropolitan governments•. In 1947 the British Labor
Government "quit" India (P. Moon 1962), with the split of the once unified Raj into
two competing polities-India and Pakistan. Human cost of this hurried act was
horrendous. Several .million people were displaced; several' hundred .thouaand
lives were lost; Ii rich multi-culture was ruptured. This grievous wound' soon
spread into countless cancerous sore~: 'Origip.al Pakistan-was an impossible
juridical entity', which consisted of a number of, predominantly disparate Muslim
communities (ummah.) ringing the northern tier of British. India. Its two
provinces; East and West, were separated by over one thousand miles of Indian
'territory.. In i971, following a 'bitter civil struggle, the East Province splintered
offinto the.:new nation~stateof Bangladesh (Sayeed 1980).

Although the rationale for Pakistan's creation was to provide a homeland for
euboontinentMualima;' quite a contrary history emerged. .Pakietani Ieaders were
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never' able to articulate a Zion where .the "spiritually pure and clean" could gather
together (C.R. Ali 1946:225).2 Even a Pakistan that could serve as a depository of
the subcontinent Islamic tradition, such as the case of the Republic of China-
Taiwan for its Confucian ethics-remains poorly conceived and articulated. '

1

Pakistan's creation .surgically severed the' soul of the Muslim past. The
greatness of the Muslim past was to be found in India and not in Pakistan.
Except for provincial Lahore, Pakistan inherited no great monuments to the
Mughal or Islamic past. 'This situation also applied to the intellectual enclaves of
pre-partitioned India which were 50 critical to any society's future. Nor was. there
any significant migration of these. enclaves to Pakistan such as occurred to
Taiwan following the 1949 Communist takeover of Mainland China. In this
instance, nearly complete universities and research centers reestablished
themselves in the new safe-haven of the fortress 'Island.3

In contrast, the masses of Muslim refugees (muhajirs) were overwhelmingly
poor and socially displaced. Those individual intellectuals who opted for Pakistan
were typicallyengulfed in a sea of confusion-with no ready opportunities to serve
effectively in building a new sociaty-s-although a number of them entered the elite
government services. Even today, after four decades, their lives and the lives of
their children remain troublesome. Entrenched parochial interests continue to
treat them as outsiders, if not pariahs (Ziring 1987:52-80). Since partition did not,
take the form of revolutionary change, Pakistan Increasingly became imprisoned
by its constrictive history. It continues not much more than an ideal
superimposed over more or less Muslim regions which were -political-entitiee in
their own right, and with long pasts. Historically, these regions have been
volatile, which was evidenced in the location of the British-India military
cantonments at Quetta, Peshawar and Lahore. As with the British Raj, Pakistani
authorities have been quick to utilize military force to suppress Muslim
irredentists - the Afghans and Pathans in the Northwest, Frontier Province, the
Bengalis in the former East Wing, the Baluchis in Baluchaitan tribal area, and
the Sindhis in the Sind. Authorities have shown little restraint as well in dealing
with sectarian controversies between Sunni and Shiite sects and ethnic
disturbances' between muhajirs and indigenous groups. In political context
Pakistan continues as a large remnant of a recent great empire, with its old
discordant tendencies. In pejorative terms, it has been characterized as a
Garrison, Praetorian or Bonapartist state (La Porte, Jr. 1969:842-61; Sayeed

, 1980:Chapter 3; Richter 1978:406-26; Richter 1986a:113-16 & 136-37; and Gardezi
and Rashed 1983). Yet moving beyond authoritarian rule could possibly unleash
primordial forces which would be aggravated by conditions of intense poverty and
excessive population growth. \

Against Its turbulent ecology, Pakistan 'constitutes a' political enigma. It is
clearly an' incomplete state (Badgley 1971:Chapter 3), a sort of imperial
anachronis~. Nevertheless, Pakistan's economy continues to make steady
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progress: agricultural production .inereased; more basic industries .developed;
, ' tolerable law and order maintained. Throughout the 1980s and onto the 1990s it, , . .I ,.

managed surprisingly well in coping with more than two million Afghan refugees.
Its civil and military organization remained intact, insuring thatcoregovernment

. functions were carried out. The f;levelopinent ~s~e', however, remained: Can this
momentum, uneven as it ~~ be, continue? In a more:important and larger sense:
What is Pakistan's future iti face .of a ''New World Order''? To survive, let alone
progress, Pakistan must dearly undergo major social change and reform its
government operations, to which it is no stranger. Since ite.beginnings, Pakistan
has experienced nearly a continuous dialogue on the need for reordering its being
(Gorvine 11965:321-35; Hoque; 1970; and Chaudhuri'19(5). Great attention has
been given torefomfing its Personnel/civil ~ervice function-with experts drawn
from home and abroad.. publi.c discussions on personnel reform have been open
and intense, with resounding clash.of ideas..

• ". ' \ I • -, ,,'

Some of these ideas were introduced into practice as 'reform 'measures but
time shows. that they took on little' or no systemic, worth, .Often they were
considered out of institutional context, :serving as cosmetic plastering on the old
established sytem, Basically, they were "disjointed fixes" which were quickly
displaced by' forces of dynamic conservatism-return to the old ways. Suggested
here. is that the unsatisfactory results in personnel change and reform could be
traceable to the limited' nature of the Pakistani 'state, with its "fuzzy" ethos. ;
Unlike Indonesia with its Pancasila (five pillars of the state), there never emerged
in Pakistan: an' integrative ideal, or myth in which its div;erse' ethnic and social
groups could share as a sense of common destiny (Jones 1991b:6-32). As a
consequence, divergent parochialisin .dominates Pakistan's political history and
weakening nationalist tendencies. Without a ..modern army, Pakistan would have

\ long splintered away, much like the recent occurrences in the Soviet Union and'
Yugoslovia. Pakistan is an extremelycontentious society. In political context it
can only. be ruled,' not governed. Its personnel/civil service is contextualized
within the reality of political rulership. ' Authoritarian'practice takes precedence
over democratic procedure. The exercise of power is institutionalized in. the hands
of a few individuals who are mainly located in .strategie government positione ,
invested with economic resources. . ,

. .. -

It. could be concluded that Pakistan's civil service constitutes an unfortunate
legacy of British imperialism which must be eradicated. This is a gross '
simplification. The civil service, unli~e Pakistan itself, has a long and illustrious .
history. Its basal values are buried deep within individual psyches and infused'
irito organizational culture. Its institutional character is much like a gnarled tree'. ,', \ . "

with deep rootings of labyrinthine dimension. It evidences unusual age and
survival capabilities. How to accept these basal values and ref~rmulate them into
a more responsible and effective personnel system constitutesthe challenge of the
day. The gnarled tree cannot easily be uprooted, but then it ·could possibly be
reshaped. It should be' recognized that there .can be no 'ready "fixes." For'

I '
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instance, position classification has utility in the United States, but its complete
features cannot be transposed to Pakistan.

Civil service systems are unique cultural products, with long and deep
memories. In the terms of cultural anthropologists, they are artifacts. This
investigation will utilize the same' methodological perspective. It will seek to
identify basal values of Pakistan's public personnel system and practice in, such
vernacular notions as ''me folks," "us folks," "they folks." How do these inherent
relationships influence decisionmaking and levels of productivity?

Out of Pakistan's clashing of personnel ideas there emerged a rich
descriptive literature on .its civil service. The cultura:l artifact is well described.'
In contrast, understanding of its inherent dynamics; its veritable ecology, remains
obscure (Hashmi 1989). Since there is no reason to believe that disruptive
tensions of the present system will go away, there remains an urgency that
something should be done. However, constructive intervention demands a deeper
understanding of the cultural being of the civil service system. This becomes
possible only if viable comparisons can be drawn. Here the global scheme
developed by P.N. Rastogi and Geertz Hofstede appear especially useful, and they
will be utilized (Rastogi 1988; Hofstede 1983:75-89 and 1980).

. The remainder of this investigation will comprise four sections. The first
discusses the character and behavior of Pakistan's administrative state. The
second examines the structure and control mechanisms of the personnel system.
Tae third addresses' the infusion of selected systemic inputs. The fourth
constitutes a general summary and conclusion.

The Administrative State,
With wholesale decolonization following World War II,' Western and Asian'

leaders typically assumed that the state in the European tradition could be
transposed to Asian cultures." Establishment of relatively firm geographic
boundaries was deemed critically important.' Once this occurred in the form of an
official act, either secured by a declaration of a revolutionary body and/or a grant
of the imperial power, the remainder of state formation would take on
characteristics of a "self-fulfilling prophecy." Newly liberated people driven by

o newly' released public zeal would become engaged in 'constitution and
reconstitution of democratic governance. ' During this process, they would
rediscover and reinvent theit: own rich institutional heritages and traditions. As
free people, they would learn to live as responsible citizens, being active and
resolute participants for the good of their own state'(Almond and Verba:1989a,
1989b; Eldersveld, Jagannadham and Barnabas 1968). .
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Founding.Intent and Philosophical Diuergencee " . ,

Drawing heavily fro~ British'Fabian and American Progressive tho~ght, the'
new polity, conceived by Pakistan's founders was to be an administrative sta'te
which would be characterized as encompassing a democratic and humane society
based on, egalitarian prtnciples and social compaesion. This id~al fits· within
subcontinent Muslim tradition." "I'he reformed British Raj, of now ninety yeats , ,<t, '
gave historical credence that the administrative state represented, indeed, a,
superior form of socio-wisdom (Tinker '1966:23-86; Cohn 1966:87-140; Wodruff
1954).7' ' I • '

.Men and women of goodwill' and honest intent, a sort of new governing class,
'could, fulfill this ideal through bureaucratic means. (Jones 1990:5-31; Braibanti 
1962:14-24). In<quick time this enabling' ideal 'was .transformed into an
establishment organization which was characterized by old .imperial institutions
invested with a new optimism ofsocial progress. Centralized planning with the
government heavily involved in allocation of productive resources would be the
key to national euccese."

" t-·

,As current history reveals; superior administrationover any extended period
of time, say 15 or more years, was difficult to achieve, and especially in limited
states such as Pakistan." Good intentions could readily result in bad outcomes.
Good human beings often became corrupt individuals.. Building a national state.*
was not an easy matter. Required was~extraordinarYcitcumstancewhich 'was
molded by extraordinary leaders. With the British hurried "Quit India" policy,
Pakistan may have beenunfairly victimized. It never had sufficient time to get its
''political house" in .orde:r:, especially as tothe essence of its being.

Pakistan's, two leading' founders, Mohammad Ali Jinnah and Liaquat Ali
Khan, 'were not religiously minded. They were secularists within the British
constitutional tradition. Their objective 'was, to establish a nation-state for
Mualims living on the subcontinent and not an Islamic. state' for the believers.
They understood the contradictions inherent in founding a, state based on religion, "
They believed Pakistan should' he a modern state; .and not, one constrained by
strict obedience to scriptural injunctions.. Their\viewpoint clashed-early-with that

, held by Islamic fundamentalists. As the late Maulana Abdul-L-Ala Maududi,
, founder 'of the fundamentalist Ja~a'af-i-Islam stated; "An Islamic state is an. , ~ . .

ideological state. .Only. those who ,espouse, the ideology .can run the state"
(Rosenthal 1965:212; C£... Sayeed 1968 and Syed 1982)., This issue remains'
unresolved. Yet, fortunately for Pakistan, its inherited, legal system was not
summarily discarded., In times of great disorder, its institutional,elements
coalesced, in arresting abortive activities in the systematic application oftherole

, , of law (Braibanti 1963a:360-440; Haider 1967). The late General Zia-ul-Haq may
have sought to move "From Islamic Republic to Islamic State..." but he was never
able to replace the Basic tenets of British constitutionalism and its underlying,
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common law (Ziring 1984:931-46).. Ironically, this legal tempering of political
excesses has been most fully 'manifested in the complex dynamics of Pakistan's
establishment organization which has often been assailed but not adequately
understood.

Four Substances of the Establishment Organization

In a crude analogy, the ancient notion of the four subetancea'" of air, water,
fire and earth applies to the basic constituents of the Pakistan establishment
organization. These are: (a) the concentration of power and authority in the
central government (air), (b) the historic district administration (water), (c) the
secretariat system (fire), and (d) the cadre system (earth) (March and Olsen
1984:734-49; Wildavsky 1987:3-21; Smith 1988:89-108). With deep historical
dynamics, these four substances have more or less blended together in
formulating an ethos as to the grandeur of the state. '

Elitism in Pakistan's social life is a strong value, with heavy emphasis on
ascriptive rather than prescriptive characteristics. Excessive attention is given to
maintaining social structure and pattern which profoundly affects how human
beings are perceived.and controlled. Over the centuries the individualistic Islam
flowing out of the deserts of Arabia was infused by pervasive Hinduism. Pakistan
has its social caste system which is complex and variegated; The civil service can
be conceived of as a contextualized class/caste system. ' Hence here may be found
its strong disposition for systemic preference given to generalists, cadres, and
form - with established p~ttern an inordinate objective.

In design it is a command system resting on Mughal institutions and British
conservative administrative practice. It is characterized by a rather narrow and
dismal view of human nature. Basically, people are not trustworthy, following
somewhat MacGregor's category of Theory X behavior. Distrust rather than trust
is the governing rule in human affairs, with no one ever fully levelling with
someone else. Information as power which is purchased and sold is well
understood. Dealing with corruption in Pakistan is an extremely difficult matter,
since there are so many accepted "levels of truth." Yet paradoxically, embodied in
the civil service is a spirit of elan. Gentlemen of good breeding and education can
accomplish anytliing they set out to do - .quell vicious mobs, defeat radical
dissidents, climb fortress mountains, tame torrential rivers. Good individuals of
proper class/caste will prevail. Such belief in individual accomplishment is
facilitated by institutional entities which enhance .rulership by the "chosen one."

Concentration of Power and Authority. Constitutionally, the Islamic
Republic of Pakistan has a federal form of government. Such as with the previous
constitutions (1956, 1962 and 1973), powers and responsibilities are divided
between the federal (central) and provincial governments. Most of the financial
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and human resources, however, are under the control of the federal government.
Along with other vested powers; Pakistan) furi~tions more as a unitary than 'a
federal government (Feldman 1~56; Chaudhury 1955:10-20; Wh,eeler 1970; Z!1far ,
1974; Haider 1987:1-44; Azfar 1991:49-86). Regardless of designation, power and
authority are heavily concentrated in the-federal government, with the provinces
functioning mainly as subnational entities (Khan 1987:808-10).

,District Administration. The district continues as the fundamEmtal, unit 'of
\ administration in Pakis,tan.¥ with the British Raj, Pakistan has. not been

successful' in developing viable local and urban governments." The Deputy·
Commissioner (DC) who is usually a member of an elite cadre (formerly the, Civil
Service ofPakistan [CSP]) remains the symbol of the Government's authority and
power (Gable 1964:1-19; Islam 1989:280; Mahmud 1987:201-52). Nation-building
and functional agencies are often dependent on the goodwill andprotection of the
DC (Qayyum 1962:128-41; Hashmi 1987c:80-92). It is here' where 50 much
corruption occurs in Pakistan, with the large landlords, powerful industrialists
and unscrupulous commercial agents securing favorable advantages through
bribery and pay-offs.12, " -,

Secretariat System. Every major reform commission/committee addressed
complexities and inadequacies of the' secretariat system. Nevertheless, it remains

. 'intact; The Secretariat is based on the notion of a separation between policy and
administration, staff and line. - Policymaking-is considered a generalist function.
Consequently, the opportunities for technical personnel, say a civil engineer, to be
placed in major polieymaking positions remain limited, The secretariats are

. powerful institutions. The secretaries, as Nasir Islam U989:279) notes, "Enjoy
powers akin to the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) in a corporate organization" (Cf.
Hashmi 1987b:xiii-xvii).13 While under the Rules of Business, they are tech'nically
advisorato ministers, in reality they are often the more powerful figures in the
decisionmaking process. As Shafik H. Hashmi (1987c:78; Islam 1989:279)
observes: "(I)n Pakistan there has been a government 'of Secretaries most of .the
time." " . "

Instrumentation of this' outcome is to be' found' in the structure- of the
secretariat organization arid the hierarchy ofbureaucratic poaitions.P U'nd~r the
1973 .Constitution, Pakistanthas a ministerial form of government (Imtiazi
1987:45-124). Ministries usually number aroundtwenty-five, consisting of one, or .
more divisions. A division is ,a self-containedadminiatrative unit such as cabinet,
health or 'railways. In 1983 there were 41' divisions and 6 division-like
eecretariats (President, Senate.i Election, Ombudsman, prime Minister, and
National Assembly). ' J' ,\

'Each diviaionis composed of a central secretariat, attached departments and'
subordinate offices 'of the division, and autonomous and/or semi-autonomous
organizations.

..
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Position in rank, which is based on cadre and seniority, is used to hold the
entire structure together-eecretary, additional secretary, joint secretary, deputy
secretary, and section-officer (chief clerical person). In practice those holding
positions in the secretariat tisually enjoy higher rank than those in technical/line
operations (Kennedy 1987:6-8; Sayeed 1966). .

Cadre Structure. Sometimes termed service, the complex structure serves as
the principal binding attraction that h~lds the entire administrative organization
or civil bureaucracy together. In broadterms, the civil bureaucracy breaks down
into two supra-ordinate cadres or services, a centrally recruited service and a
provincially recruited service (Hussain 1987:125-200).

Following the practice of the British, Raj, the structure is based on rank
classification. Before the 1970s reforms, the cadre structure comprised four
horizontal categories (Classes I to IV) based on the degree of importance' and
responsibilities of the work performed (Goodnow 1'964; Chaudhuri 1963; Ahmed
1968). '

Members of Class I and most of Class II were gazetted officers. Their
postings and transfers were published in the government gazette. Class I and II
officers constituted only one and two percent respectively of the central and
provincial government 'employees. Class III employees, comprising approximately
60 percent 'of the government work force, were mainly clerks who carried out
routine activities under the supervision of Class I and II officers. Class IV
employees served in custodial-type jobs stich as messenger, peon, driver and
laborer;

, '

Class I officers received their appointment from the Central Government's
Establishment Division, under the signature of the President and members of
Provincial Class I officers, under the secretary of their department or by' some
other higher authorjty, Class II officers were appointed by the secretary of a
department or some other equivalent authority. Class III employees were
appointed by a deputy secretary or equivalent officer and Class IV employees by
even lower rank authority. No civil servant could be dismissed, or removed from
office' or reduced in rank by an authority subordinate to that by which he, -was
appointed. Conditions and benefits for each service category were substantially
different including pay structure, leave, pension and medical benefits. For
example the pay compensation between top ranking Class I and lower Class IV
employees was between 30 to 40 times. In contrast, in the United States,(l970) it
was about ten, times.

.Class I officers were vertically structured into twelve categories, designated
the Central Superior Services. Two of these services, Civil Service of Pakistan

"-
(CSP) and Police Service of Pakistan (PSP), were designated as the All Pakistan
Service (APS). Members of these two services could be posted by the central
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government to senior .positions in either, the central or provincial governments...
Other services were functionally.deeignated such a15 the. Foreign Service,Pakists,n I

Audit and Account Service, Taxation Service, and, Information Service.
. ~

, Civil Ser~ice ofP~kistan, Pollce SerVl~eand Pakistan Audit ,andAcco~.mts'
Servicew~re extremely important in theexerci~e of'bureaucratic power.'::' The
generalist Provincial Service (PS) was. next in importance. " .

.', ,i. , . '

The ad~inistra~i:v~structure was organized- a~oun,d the CSP as the pivotal
service, with, over '7'OQstrategic posibionseet aside for its postings in both the
central and provincial governme,nts.The cadre strength was.set. at approximately
530 but itwasnever fully filled. Throughout its existence the CSP.was fewer than
400 officers. . .' . '..

,". :.J

. ,..... .~ .. . .

, According to the 'Composition·of Cadre Rules (1960s), two-thirds of the key
secretariat positions of secretary, joint.secretary and deputy secretary were 'to be.
filled by CSP officers. This included the Cabinet Secretary' and' the Permanent
Secretary, both of whom were keypresidential aides. I ..

The CSP Cadr~ alsomaintailted strategic ~~ntrol in the judiciary, .with ten
. percent of the. posts reserved to the service. A 5igni~~a.nt numberof CS.P officers

were assigned as well to public .corporatione and semi-autonomous bod~es.,11;1 the
late 1960s, of the '36 'chairmen' of public corporations, 17 :were CSP officers. The
Economic Pool was established in 1960 with astrength of 125 .officers .whoserved
in the central ministries of Finance, Commerce-and Industries. Sixty percent of
the positions were allocated to .the CSP .and 40 percent to other central superior

. services.

.~Em' pos'ted in the provinces,' CSP ~fficers came' under: the operational
control of the Provincial' Governors, whovwere appointed by the President.'
Immediate supervision of these CSP officers was delegated to the Chief Secretary,
who was always aCSP officer. For a OSPofficer to advance in his career, it.was ,
essential that he serve as District Commissio~er (DC),early, which was typically
from nine to eighteen months.' Thi~ time period became normal throughout his
career-s-moving from one posting to another. The, more technically and
profession~llytrained civil servants regarded CSPs as "birds of passage." " ,

.:, ";

.Recruitment to each of the superior services was .by nie~ns of compefitive
examinations administeredby the Central Public Service Commission. The .same
process was utilized by the Provincial Public Service.Commission..With 'the, high
prestige' of government employment, sizeable numbers of college graduates
applie'd to take these-examinations. .

Each cadre, whether central or provincial, was separately administered-with
specific posts reserved! forjte. .members. There, was virtu~lly no interchange of.

I
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personnel between the cadres, although the rules for each service provided for a
small'number ()fdeputation to compatible posts.

In sum, the entire bureaucracy was dominated by a small elite of central
superior officers numbering no more than 2000, of which approximately 400 were
CSPs (Ziring 19H:Chapter 6; Sayeed 1958:131-46; Burki 1969:239-54; Braibanti
1966b:209-354). It functioned as a large authoritarian family (rna papism or
mother-father protector).

Administrative Behavior

Cynicism runs deep in Pakistan, with the civil' services the object of
persistent and sarcastic criticism (La Porte 1982:127 ff.; Habib 1973). The
bureaucracy is sick, inflicted with the pathologies of."clientelism, incrementalism,
arbitrariness, imperialism and parochialism" (Khan 1991:59-73). The .poor and
disadvantaged have virtually no voice in political affairs. Sensitive, courteous and
satif:!fying public service is rare. There is a wide gap between treatment of the
rank and. file employees in contrast with higher ranked officers. Lower employees
typically are undernourished, shabbily dressed men who are jammed together in
dingy rooms filled with large a lmirahs, piles of dusty files, and dilapidated
furniture. Often there are inadequate sanitary facilities. Such dismal working
conditions contrast sharply with those of upper civil servants, reflecting a
difference in administrative status and culture (Masih-uz-Zaman. 1969:63-68;
1963:285-98).

The upper administrators are excessively dependent on notations entered in
files by junior clerks. It takes an infinite amount of time to make even a simple
decision. Performance occurs at the 'common denominator. Cooperation both
vertically and horizontally is difficult to achieve, with a lot of suspicion and
distrust evidenced in personal relations.i

./

Pakistani culture places a high value on loyalty and obligation to family, kin
and other reference groups. Safarish is' a common practice, i.e., those in
influential positions strive to secure appointments of friends and kin to positions
in the civil service, as well as using their government position to secure special

.. privilege." .

Segmented Society and Narcissus Distortions. Pakistanis have a "knack" for
becoming entrapped in their own creations, being in effect their own worst
enemies. They never seem able to escape froU} "Plato's Cave," living within a
psychic prison (Morgan 1986:Chapter 7); A great' d-eal 'of this behavior may be
explained within the terms of Pakistan's social segmentation infused with
pervasive narcissism (Lasch 1979; Harmon 1989:283-312; Jackall 1983:118-30;
Diamond 1984:195-214, 1988:166-90; Diamond and Allcorn 19.86:709-31).

\ I
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Pakistan's diverse social entitiee are not far removed from. being "states
. within a state," as characterized 'by "warlordism" (Inayatullah 1976:102-20;
Kochanek 1983:Chapter 2; C(., 'Kanter 1,98~:28-36;Jorles 1991a:197-2~5). They are
self-serving...,..-<:ompartmentalizing events, problems and actions within their own
systems and isolating themselves from otherS.' Cooperation and coordination'
between social entities is difficult, to achieve, 'and usually only in times of crisis.

The.British Raj f~nctioned well 'within this sort of discorda~t society since its
historic being was once tightly segmented into classes, in-group loyalties, and

, local orientations. It built organizations around this social reality that worked.
An example is the British-Indian Army which merged class andicaste into

\ I segmented structures. This 'army, became one of the world's finest military
.organizations (Cohen 1984),18 with its character subsequently incorporated into
Pakistan's independent military.. In power relationships, theBritish officials were'
masters in 'playing-oft' one faction against another - even resorting to bribes and
payoffs,.' awarding special privilege to influentials, resocialiaing .dieeidents, and
employing selective coercion. ' Ruling an' empire was a atressful game that
required a 'aocial elite willingto play with its' high risks the rulershipgame-.;For
well over a century the British had an abundance of.such players.who were joined '
as well by remarkable Indians (ASaf Hussain 1979; Quddus 1982; df: ~aPorte .
1975; Hashmi 1987a:l0-21). ..

In his study .of Asian politics and power; Professor Lucian W. Pye
(1985:Chapter 5) identifies narciseism as a pervasive 'cultural factor iri the
exercise of authority on the South Asian subcontinent (Cf. 'Dwivedi 1989:245-52;
Dwivedi and Jain 19~8:205-14). As he, writes; ' ,

... leaders see, themselves as peculiarly'Virtuous and' are distrustful of 'othel1l
.because they suspect that those othel1ldo not appreciate their superior worth."

. Leaders, in short, n~ the reassUrance of a:dmiring followers. The fcllowers
are .'mtheirway .equaOi dependent as they seek, the secu,rity of either an'
understanding guru or an idealized brotherhood (Pye 1985:157,·311.19):'

, The widespread belief' in the grandeur of the state with a atrong sovereign
provides, a comfortable 'context in .the "rewards of narcissism.'

Pakistani leaders can speak from the basis of religious, truth sjnceIslam has
well-defined cheracterietics: a creed, a book, and a brotherhood. 'There is no god
but Allah and Muhammad is his Prophet." The hook is the Koran with its precise '
rules governing all aspects of life. ,The brotherhood is the concept that all people
have their essence 'in Allah. Hence all those who, believe inthe faith stand equal'
before A~lah.

The Isl~mic concept ofdin, or religi~ri as ~ whole waY9f life, .provides a
respect for authority along with each individual's placein society. As an absolute.
set of rules, it applies to.all people'. For Muslims total.conformity is expected, and
deviants are seen' a~ an abomination toria:tute and' Allah. ' From this belief is

, found the Mlisli~ sense of unity :in the uni~erse. . . /'
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In Islam there can be no clear separation 'between sacred and secular
authority. Everything is governed by an all-pervasive religion. The ideal of the
Islamic state is that every act government-carries out will implement the words of

. the Prophet as recorded in the Koran. Leaders glorify governinent causing them
to act in the authority of Allah. The Caliph or sovereign becomes the
representative of Allah, to whom alone belongs all the power and authority. Laws
of the state are expected to be manifestations of "higher religious laws."

Found in Islam is a contradiction between authoritarian rule in the khilafah
and popular democracy in the' form of a common brotherhood (ummah).
Decisionmaking should reflect the well-being of the ummah carried out through a
full measure of consultation (shura). The Islamic state should be a popularist
society, a "perfect democracy."

The socialization process of Pakistani Muslims reinforces the Islamic views
of authority and power. Characteristically, .there arise conflicting sentiments
between a demanding ummah and an absent father. Briefly stated, Muslim
socialization begins in an environment dominated by the mother in which there is
little or no contact with the father (Spear 1967:51-54).' At the age of five or so, the
male child is taken away from his mother to spend the entire day in some rigid
school. He must make his own way that mixes stern discipline, protestations of
friendship, and the intimidation of older children. If the child is a son of an elite
family, he' will be sent to Atchison College in Lahore (sometimes called Chiefs
College) which was founded upon thetradition of the English public school. Often
he will be waited upon by t~o or more family servants.

Found in this socialization process are a number of pathological problems,
which are traceable' to the ambivalence in the exercise of authority. In this
regard, Ijaz Hussain Batalvi, .advocate Supreme Court and West High Court in
Lahore, makes an insightful observation:

... in our families, there is no democracy... from thavery beginning
(children) start hating authority. ... Speaking in psychological terms, our
relationship with the administrator.is the relationship of a child who hates

, the authority of his father because it is. always misused without
understanding the child's reactions (Batalvi 1965:31).17

Pakistan has paid a painful price for its exaggerated .narcissistic behavior,
too often falling into traps of costly delusion. The biggest was the 1971 Bengali
debacle, with the eventual breakup of the two wings. Mesmerized by a glorified
past of Mughal greatness and power, the then West Pakistanis boldly attempted
in the latter part of 1970 to put down Bengali irredentism. The Bengalis, who did
not fall into the so-called category of martial races; were not expected to fight.
But theydid fight, and nearly 100,000 West Pakistani soldiers capitulated (Klass
1972:23-27; Sesson and Rose 1989 ).
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A Performance Assessment

After more than four decades of existence, the nation co~tinues entrap~din
a struggle for survival, with primordial factions and groups pathologically sapping
its national resolve.18It .is a troubled nation-state" faced with-enormous difficulties
in resolving its domestic issues and forgingbonds of national unity." There has
never evolved a pervasive consensus about its philosophical premise' th'atin turn
could provide, underpinnings for the nation's fundamental law, structure,
proceases, policies and programs. Even ~nder' the 'regi~e of the late President'
-General Mohammad Zia-ul-Haq, 'with its strong emphasis on Islamization (Nizam- ,

<i-Ielam), philosophical and emotional bondings for national unity remained a
political challenge. Although strongly contested, the inherited imperial tradition
within the context of secularized Islam has not been discarded (Feldman' 1956;
Haider 1987:1-44; Azfar 1991:49-86).' As ~ unifying force, eecularizedIslam neyer'
effectively bridged parochial a~d provincial differences, reduced tribal and ethnic
discords, resolved sectarian antagonisms, or, provided entrance of the muhajire
into established local societies. It could not neutralize the 'old and durable
authoritarian systems found mainly in the power structures', of the' large
landowners (Ziring 1987:52-80). It did, however, provide grounds for Pakist~n's'
uneven financial and industrial development (Richter 1986b:207-18; Burki and La
Porte 1984; Papanek 1968), keep alive the ideal of representative government and
democratic governance, and -preserve the .notioris of judicial' fair'ness vand
distributive justice (Ahmad 1978; Taylor -1983:182:84). Within this context,the
administrative state maintained core governmental functions-enforcement of law 
and order; collection of revenue, administration of justice, and maintenance of
basic communication infrastructures such as roads, postal services, and' canals.
Economic progress has steadily occurred, with enhanced agricultural production
and development of new industry. ' ,

, . ,.

Current· history reveals that administrative, states have inher'ent
o'rganizational limitations. To govern the' administrat.ive state requires
concentrated/undifferentiated power of a manipulative, (coercive) nature.', To
achieve constructive socioeconomic progress .requires diffused/differentiated 'power
of a market (competitive) nature. Built into the society must be a high capacity of
self-learning to 'carry out meaningful social changeanq)transformation(Plattner
and Diamond 1992). Here lies Pakistan's dilemma. Itssmall elite understands
well the subcontinent's fissiparous tendencies, ' .

\

_ The Establishmentaria~:P~r8onnelSyste~
,

Pakistan's adminjstrat.ive state maybe conceived as' an elongated
grandfather's, dock. Its energy is' derived from two parallel but imbalanced
weights, causing the longpendulum 'to swing back and forth. .Althoughcrude in '
design, the, clock is functional, providing an adequate measurement of time for the
conduct of most human activities.

'October . ' I. '
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The operating core of this clock-like device is a compact personnel system
which takes on an establishmentarian character. Through the regulating means
of the Establishment Division, the personnel system exercises inordinate formal

-authority throughout the entire organizational apparatus. The Establishment
Diviaion basically controls the strategic apex of the administrative state and
profoundly influences performance of the technical cores of functional agencies.

Pakistan's administrative state incorporates a command structure witltin the
terms of a military organization. In daily affairs the Establishment Division is the
primary voice of command. In conduct it behaves more as a line than a staff
agency.

The personnel system is a product of a long, but disjointed history. It is
conservative in. design and practice, with maintaining institutional tradition
taking precedence over fostering change and development. Productivity is not a
major consideration in the conduct of public affairs, although lip-service is paid to
the notions of economy and efficiency. Patterned behavior in an institutional
context is valued and stressed.

Although challenged during the last two decades, the upper civil service
continues as the paramount institution in 'national life. Of all the states with a
British imperial tradition, Pakistan has the most powerful bureaucracy and, by
contrast, the weakest legislative and political institutions: At times its judiciary
has risen to curtail bureaucratic excesses (Braibanti 1966a:274-99). Although the
military has shown no hesitation in intervening in the civil government except for
the position of chief executive,- its officer corps has not been significantly
incorporated in wholesale numbers into the civil bureaucracy. Unlike Indonesia,
as an example, the British tradition of the military confined to the barracks
remained in place.

Foreign Intrusion and a Contrast

The notion of public personnel administration was essentially a foreign
intrusion from the 1960s U.S. technical assistance effort in public
adminietration," and somewhat rejected by Pakistanis in both theory and practice
(Braibanti 1976:65-76).21 The principal reason is to be found in two contrary
concepts of the public service-the American egalitarian orientation and the
Pakistani elite orientation.

As a nation born out of a successful republican revolution, Americans
dismissed the concept of the state resting on an ascriptive class early. Its public
service .would be egalitarian in character, drawn from the people. It would be
practical in orientation, being structured around work to be performed. Systemic
preference would be given to organizational 'structure· based on the abstraction of
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position rather thanthat of rank. Americans held reservations about classical
theory that the state as an employer, and thecivil servants as employee, were
both sui generis. 'Americans were citizens and not subjects. Their notion' of
popular sovereignty held the state to be subordinate to the people.

. '

In contrast, Pakistan achieved its independence through political default.
By continuing the imperial tradition, Pakistan accepted the classical theory of the
state with its'supposition of the. civil 'service; and that codes including
constitutional provisions were necessary to protect the bureaucracy.. Involved in
this political thought were notions of master and slave, monarch' and subject
(Public Administration Division, (J~N., 1966; Chaudhuri 1960~279~92). The- most
singular difference between American and Pakistani personnel practices may be
found in the nature of administrative politics. ' The Establishment Division
functions true to its title. It maintains the establishmentarian character of its
administrative state by a skillfull play of,'brokerage" politics-the Aetermination
as to who gets the best and worst of jobs along with other ~nefits. , ,. ','

In contrast, no central personnel agencyinthe United States has .ever been
vested with equivalent authority. The' U.S. Office of Personnel 'Management,
successor to the U.S. Civil Service Commission, can only 'foster good personnel
practices. The brokerage activity rests either in the political arena of the Office of
the President or of the Secretaries of Departments. .While the brokerage of upper
positions in the United States is diffused, in Pakistan it is concentrated. To a
lesser extent this applies as wellto the general conduct of personnel matter~.

Permanent Structural Components' ,

With· each major effort' to 'reform ,the .civil service, iro,njcally the
establishmentarian personnel system emerged not only intact 'but fundamentally
stronger.' In a full sense this includes the Establishment Divisions in the federal
and provincial governments along with the secretariat organization, and cadre
structure. The once semi-autonomous -Public Service Commissions which, in the
1960s offered some 'possibility for personnel innovaticin have been reorganized as

'attached agencies to their respectire Establishment Divisions (La Porte 1991:115-
37; Baxter 1991:27-48; Burki 1991:'1055-182; Cf. Abbas 1968:219-224).22 ,

, ,.
Establishment Divisions. Essentially .the personnel activities assigned to

, ,
both the federal and provincial 'establishment divisions include the, regulation of
recruitment, discipline, terms and conditions of work service for each of the
occupational groups except 'those administered by 'the Finance Division, the
overview of training, institutions in public 'administration' such' as the
Administrative Staff College at Lahore, Pakistan Academy for Rural Development
at Peshawar, and National' Institutes of Administration (one in each province. '

along with one at Karachi), and general-career planning..
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Public Service Commissions. Under Constitutional provrerons, Public
Service Commissions were, established in both the federal and the provincial
governments. Currently, these constitutional agencies are attached to .the
Establishment Division. They are vested with the heavy responsibility to insure
impartiality, fairness, objectivity, and justice in carrying out the personnel
function. Included are the personnel activities of examination, recruitment,
placement and discipline.

As an integral aspect of Ayub Khan's reform efforts in the early 19608, the public
service commissions were conceived as instrumental means by which to infuse and
insure ''propriety'' in the civil service. In the words of Ghulam Nabi M. Memon:

, The maintenance of an able, talented Civil Service... honest and efficient""
by both the Government and the public '" the public service is a tortoise
which carries the elephant upon which, the Government rests (The
Pakistan Times, 15 January 1968, p.B and 16 January 1968, p. 6).23

The intent of some' leading students and practitioners in Pakistan was, to
model the public service commissions after the U.S. Civil Service Commission. As'
constitutional entities, they would ,become 'the strategic means by which to
eliminate patronage in the civil services as well as introduce progressive
personnel measures, particularly as to "merit" (Quraishi 1963:15-20, 1966:162-66;
M.N. Khan 1965:23-34). While the intent of the public service commissions
remains, their strategic position in the government has been reduced. They are
now attached agencies to their respective Establishment Divisions. Their",
activities have become narrowly defined, which is mainly advisory in content.

Unmet Issue ofPersonnel Reform

Students of development administration in the 1960s discerned that the most
difficult sort of change and reform related to the structure of the civil service.
Pakistan has proven to be no exception. Its principal decisionmakers function in a
personnel system contextualized into a conservative society where authoritarian
power in the form of ma-papism resides in a small elite; but this authoritarian
family has not been a happy one.

Over the last three decades the public personnel system experienced several
implosive upheavals. In the late 1960s American and European educated younger
officers often chaffed under archaic personnel practices. They believed it was time
to think in terms of a more egalitarian bureaucracy, based upon true merit and
sound human resource development." The status and rank prescribed in the
bureaucratic class structure (I, II, III and IV) were openly criticized. T'he
Financial Services, particularly the Audit and Accounts, openly confronted the
CSP for coveted and, powerful posts such as the finance secretary. and finance
member of public corporations (Jones 1968:225-41, 1969:1-38). Other services
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followed suit. , In East Pakistan, groups of ClassHl and IV employees' used the'
Gharao technique by surrounding, and holding high officials in their offices-until
their'demands for better wages and benefits' were met. This was a .desperate
measure by desperate people., In time this effort took, on the characteristics 'of
class watfare.(M.A. Ali 1~70:.4-5). . r' '

The Establishment Division sensed that change was necessary. In late 1969 •
it began to take constructive measures to become a 'centralpersennel agency (La,

" Porte 1991:115-37; Baxter 1~91:27'-48; Burki 1991:15p-182;Cf. Abbas 1968:219-.
~224). In the meantime, Pakistan's political situationcontinued to deteriorate. On
20 December' 1971, Pakistan's .second military government handed power over to
Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, Chairman of the Pakistan.Peoples Party (PPP) (B'!rkr1980). .

A cardinal feature of Bhutto's 67-month regime was' administrative reform,
which essentially centered on revamping the .upper Civil services. On 20 August
1973, he gave specific details' as to reforma.in the administrative system. These
included:

\ .

(1) abolition of service cadres, and their' functionalreplacenient by
"occupational groups";

(2) 'establishment of B'Unified National Pay Scale replacing the numerous .'
pay scales extant at the time of the, reform;

(3). discontinu~riceof the Iong-standing ~ractice of reservation 'Of certain
posts in the central secretariat for members,of the .elite cadres;

(4),
,

establishment of a program ofjoint pte-service training; and '

(5) establishment of provisions for 'the 'induction of lateral recruits, i.e.,
. individuals without cadre affiliation, to posts within the central

secretariat. Provision for vertical movement between cadres was also
introduced (Kennedy 1982:42-56).

, )','

With this announcement .it appeared that much of the 'old. elitist .eystem ,
would be swept away,' with' progressive measures of personnel· manangement
introd~ced. "A major objective. was opening up the staffing of strategic poait.ions.P . ,
On functional guidelines, the, centralpublic services were claeeified into seventeen
occupational groups. The posts reserved for the CSP Cadre (generalist/policy/
administration) were placed into three different occupational groups.. The field
administrator posts were' classified' into a new. District, Management Group
(DMG). The policy positions in the Central Secretariat Were 'placed into' the new
Secretariat,' ·Group:A new Tribal Areas Group (TAG) was established to

, administer federally .controlled tribal territories, mainly- those located, near the
, I • • ; •• \

Afghanistan border. The three financial accounts services were placed into one'

, • i

I,
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Accounts Group. A new Ray scale, was developed, the Unified Pay Scale of 23
grades.

The civil service became more egalitarian in character. The prestige of
technical/professional occupations was enhanced. Nevertheless, some Pakistani

'students of government believe that the reforms were too limited (Islam 1989;
Kennedy 1987). The old CSP cadre in its new category of DMG appears to have

,re-emerged as a major force in the bureaucracy. In spite, of the years of criticism,
these individuals have proven management skills gained from careful selection,
systematic rotation, and specific institutional training of both pre- and post-entry
character (Burki 1988:1082-1100). Sadly, it appears that the once high prestige
and caliber of the civil service diminished, with the best and the brightest now
seeking employment in business and/or the professions (Kennedy 1985:25-42).
The unmet issue of the establishmentarian character of the personnel system
remained unsatisfactorily addressed.

Dynamic Conservatism in Personnel Policy and Practice, '

Pakistan may be a tremulous society but this characteristic may not be read
as a transforming society. Quite to the contrary, massive and intense poverty,
have fostered implosive surges, some of severe intensity" but innate feelings of the
populace is a desire for stability-a tendency to strive to remain thi same.
Change has been resisted in the form of dynamic conservatiem where traditional
forces quickly come forth to counteract those at work for a new state of affairs
(Schon 1971:Chapter 2).26

Because of its hydraulic nature, paramount consideration must be given to
system maintenance and stability. Pakistan is an ecologically vulnerable society
since it is faced with massive salinity.and waterlogging problems, for which there
are no immediate solutions (Jones et at. 1984; Jones 1987a:1-44). Its future calls
for major social sacrifice but there is little for which Pakistan can sacrifice. In the

. short run Pakistani leaders can do little to control and manage the ecology of their
state. Its population growth will be high; its borders will be insecure; its diverse
ethnic, religious, communal and regional difference will continue; its traditional
social and economic interests will remain entrenched. Reform is necessary, but
there is little indication that this can be accomplished through any inherent socio
learning process. Strategic intervention of the government to accomplish change
is necessary. But how to employ political authority in an "unreforming' society
constitutes a horrendous problem.

In historical practice, Pakistan opted for a strategy of gradualism rather
than radical transformation. Grand visionaries have experienced great difficulties.
Pakistanis ,are practical people, accepting life in pragmatic ways. Pakistan's
central planning has been very much non-doctrinaire in. character, granted with a
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,bias for" large capital investments' in public enterprise. Even this bias now
appears to be changing, with its recent initiatives in privatization 'and
liberalization of toe marketplace.

Within: the practice of gradualism, changes in the, public personnel system'
were introduced. Some of these introductions resulted ,from internal political
demands and others as external forms of innovation. Fundamentally they were

. . . I .

expediencies to deal with "moment of time" issues.'. This, process was within the
tradition of the British Raj's "muddling through.' If eomethingworksckeepit-c
even though' not understanding why. In both thought and deed, it made' good,
sense to be conservative rather tha.n 'radical: In this context, Bhutto's program of
radical reform constituted a sociopolitical aberration.

Radical Reform

The socioeconomic upheavals of 1969 which led to Ayub Khan's downfall
(Burki 1972:201-12) paved the way for Zulfikar Ali Bhutto's 1970 election victory.

, On 20 December 1971, the military turned the country's administration over to
Bhutto, as chairman of the Pakistan People's, Party (PPP) (Burki 1980:Chapter 1).
His success at, the polls came largely from a consbituency which desired
transformation of the 'country's social; economic and political institutions. With ~
the ascent of the Left in the PPP, Bhutto's reform took on a radical characte~such

\ as the nationalization of all basic industries and financial institutions. The notion
of Islamic socialism was employed to infuse legitimacy into the reform efforts.

From his experience in government; Bhutto realized that the current
administrative structure would not serve his" socioeconomic and political designs.
He distrusted the bureaucracy, especially the, CSP '~adre. One of his first
initiatives, was to remove from the civil service a number ofsenior CSP officers '
who were prominent 'in ,the former Ayub Kha'n government. To 'consolidate his
power in the office of Prime Minister, Bhutto believed it was necessary to impose a
le~al provision which reetricted th'e upper civil services in making independent
decisions as well as holding civil servants answerable to the executive head of the
government,Le.,the prime minister arid his ministers. 'The 1973 Constitution
eliminated significant constitutional protections 'covering civil servants. Both the
COnstitutions of 1956 and 1962 continued the provisions of the British Raj organic ,
act that gave recourse to the courts whentheir rights were violated. For example,
a civil servant could only be removed from the service before the age of retirement
(usually 55 years) if the hiring authority could successfully charge that.the person
under scrutiny had not fulfilled the terms' of his employment-a' difficult legal.
matter to prove. ,,' ,

When Bhutto came to power, the' civil service comprised about one million
persons. The 'cadre strength, of the CSP was some 320'officers. Of the 300 senior
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positions in the government (permanent secretaries in central -and provincial
governments, chief secretaries of the provinces, heads of public corporations,
commiseioners of divisions and deputy commissioners of districts) 225 were held
by the CSP cadre (Burki 1980:99). They also held positions in the High Court.
Perplexingly, the CSP purposefully restricted its yearly intake of probationers,
but at the same time the cadre strove to increase its number of reserved postings,

.. including those top positions in the growing public enterprise sector.

In the mid·1960s a few CSP officers could foresee their cadre's potential
vulnerability. They sought to increase its numerical strength by introducing
specializations within the context of the U.S. military rank and occupational
specialties. They were too late, and did too little. The CSP did represent
Pakistan's best body of generalist managers, but they were few in number. The
cadre had only a few persons with technical backgrounds."

Prime Minister Bhutto, in an address to the nation on 20 August 1973,
announced his reforms' of the admInistrative system. He had previously stated:
"(In) a democratic state where government is popularly elected, with its main aim

, the improvement of th~ condition of the common man, the question of exploitation
by the state does not arise" (Gustafson 1973:256).

In his August address, Bhutto criticized a vital aspect of the bureaucracy's
lore-

It is often averred that the bureaucratic apparatus is a neutral instrument
which can be bent to any kind of policy. But this neutrality, is mythical.
The bureaucracy itself is a powerful ~ested interest, concerned more with
its own good than with the good of the public (Gustafson 1973:256).

He went on to note that:

No institution in the country has so lowered the quality of our national life
as what is called Noukarshohi, It has done so by imposing a caste system
on our society. It has created a class of Brahmins or mandarins, unrivalled
.in its snobbery and arrogance, insulated from life of the people and
incapable of identifying itself with them (Gustafson 1973:256).

Bhutto stressed the need of incorporating specialists into principal
decisionmaking positions - "scientists, engineers, doctors, economists,
statisticians." A "people's government cannot condone a sys\em which elevates
the generalist above the scientist, the technician, -the professional expert, the
artist or the teacher."

Lateral entry into government service would be allowed for talented
individuals drawn from banking, insurance, industry and commerce. With these
reforms the civil service would be infused with "new blood" and a "new spirit,"
finding new ways in workfng for the good of the people.
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Bhutto relentlessly pursued his bureaucratic reform. ' He abolished the cadre
associationawhich-provided for influential' networkings: By the end of'1972,'a '
total of 1303 civil service officers were purged, out of the j~overnme,nt (Kennedy
1982:49-51). His control over the Establishment Division was enhanced, while the
protective powers ~f the semi-independent Federal and: Provi~cial Public Service

'Commissions were diminished:' A new system of .lateral entry was instituted
where entrants were not required to,satisfy rigorous admiasion standards 'such as ' •

, one administered by the Public Service Commissione;' Between 1973~77, 1374 .new'
'officers were' admitted into the uppergovernment'service, a: number three times
aslatge as would -have resulted under the ,previous practice (Burki 1980:102).
Over 100, were, close relatives or associates of ministers I in the central cabinet
'(Burki 1980:102). Under these .reform initiatives, the integrity and impartiality of
the clvilservice were jeopardized since civil servants were no longer afforded due
protection of constitutional law against politicalcoercion and arbitr~riness:'In
time Bhutto,'would be haunted by these radical measures.' On 5 July 1977, he
was forced out of power: Againthe military assumed power, with General Zia ul
Haq in control. On, 19 March 1978, the Lahore High Court found Bhutto guilty.
.of high crime in attempting ito murder Ahmad 'Raul Kasuri, once a, political
protege, now turned opponent. The High Court ordered his execution, Final
judicial review was, concluded on 31 March 1979. The Supreme Court refused to
review the lower .court verdicts.. On 4 ' April" 1979, .Zulfikar Ali Bhutto ~as

hanged at the Rawalpindi priso~.28 \ ~

.." . . . .

In 1978 a high level Civil Services Commission was established toinvestigate
the state of affairs' of the nation's public personnel system: As with several of the
past commiseions, -the Government turn'ed to the' judiciary for impartial

. investigation. The chair was the Chief Justice Anwar-ul-Haq. The Commission
found low morale in the civil service. ' It was critical of the 1973 administrative
reforms, stating .that many of. them were, not .adequately conc~ived andcarri~d
out. Position classification, position description"performanceeval.uation; training,
and recruitment were areas that had not improved. Equ9.l' promotion
opportunities for government employees had not been adequately initiated. The
Commission, criticized the elimination of the former constitutional guarantees
which protected the civil servic~'s integrity and security. 'It recommended the
reinstitution of the constitutional safeguards as found in Articles ,181 and 182 of
the 1956 Constitution: ' ,

, " , ,
The unified service, structure also came under, criticism. The Commission,

recommended the' establishment of a "Pakistan publrc, service" which would
in~lude all posts, in the federal government. (While not returning fully to the pre
Bhutto days, the Commission endorsed, in effect, a continuation of the traditional '
practice of elitism. The issue of corruption was addressed, with the observation
that it was widespread,
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With all of the, turmoil generated about the civil service over the last three
decades (l961-91)-what of. reform? It will take more history to be able to make
sense out of the Bhutto experience. Possibly the reform effort was out of historical
context.' The :reform certainly' ran counter, to Pakistan's historic practice of
gradualism. The focus of dynamic conservatism "carried the day," even to the end
of regicide. Human costs were high. The civil service suffered in profound ways,
with its capacity to perform greatly constrained (Kennedy 1987:Chapter 9); yet it
must be understood that out of this history systemic measures for -change were
introduced and/or reinforced. '

Systemic Measures for Change

More within Pakistan's practice of gradualism than anything else, five
systemic' measures may be identified which in abstruse ways are now shaping the
civil service's, being. These are: (a) maintenance of institutions for public service
training, (b) employment of quotas and ethnic preferences, (c) rationalization
between technocrats and generalists- in staffing key positions, (d) provision for
lateral appointment and movement of personnel, and (e) establishment of the
Unified National Pay Scale. Also at play was the fostering' of Islamization. As
Professor, Nasir Islam (1990b:97) observed: "(,T)he symbolism, appearance, tone,
and tenor of P~kistan's public bureaucracy has assumed an Islamic orientation."

Institutions for Public Service Training, Since its earliest days, Pakistan
was faced with an acute 'Shortage of profesaionally and technically educated and
trained personnel. For the civil service, this was particularly a serious matter
where after independence former British ICS officers were retained in strategic
positions, including the Secretary of the Establishment Division.

Unlike the Hindus, the Muslims were reluctant to accept We~tern education.
East Pakistan was' almost devoid' of any higher education. West Pakistan was
better off, with its complex Christian missionary institutions, government
colleges, and the University of the Punjab.

Within its tradition of liberal education, the educational policy of the British
was oriented toward producing an elitist class (S. Ali' 1988:14-16). Consequently,
competitive examination for recruitment to the superior services reflected this

_ educational bias which included general science; mathematics, European
literature, and modern and classical languages. Sanskrit and Arabic were two
non-European subjects. The examinations were taken in the English language.
The content and the prpcess of the recruitment examination have never been
seriously challenged, althoughTn the public arena it, has sometimes been
criticized.

.In' the early,1850s, as articulated by Thomas Babington Macaulay, the
rationale for liberal education remains valid today. Young men experiencing
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rigorous education in the classroom along with sports.. will surely, distinguish
. themselves later in public life ..

. Some students of p~liticaldevelopment assert .that this for~ of education and
.socialization resulted in .estrangement between elites and masses which possibly

, was a simplistic observation. .While the British educational experience fostered a
sentiment of superiority, at the same time it provided for a cosmopolitan outlook,
with heavy credence given to intellectual thought. For' illustration; a common .,
strand in both British and Indian Muslim social life was an appreciationof poetry,
which at 'times bonded together two otherwise hostile "peoples." The last
Governor of the British Raj Northwest Province, 'Sir Olaf Caroe (1946-47~; could
recite in the Pashtu language the immortal poems of Khushh~l Khan Khatak
(1965) with the best. of the Pathans, British traditional higher education had its
strengths inbuilding character and confidence and competency. . ,

Pakistan inherited as 'well the imperial practice dating· back to the early' .
1800s ·in providing preservice training in select institutions for young probationers
(Kennedy 1987:Ch~pter 5). Prior to the administrative reforms of 1973,. the
.probatloners were sep.a~ately trained under programs carried out by their
assigned services. The length and content of training eachservice varied, but-the
rationale of education..and socialization was basic in all of, the programs.
Presently, all probationers in-the superior services are trained at one integrated ...._
institution. '.,

• J.. ,

However, .the legacy of the' past was not swept away~' The Civil Service'
Academy (CSA) followed closely the tradition of the 'British Raj's .Haileybury

e College: 'the main purpose was to socialize ·the probationers into the "grand
tradition" of, the bureaucracy rather than impart technical knowledge and skille.
In its "glory years" the CSA' spawned a lot of arrogance. CSP probationers were
required to. be proficierit in horseback riding; were given membership in the
exclusive Lahore Gymkhana Club, and attended mess nights' where formal attire
was required and often important officials and foreign guests were invited. The
ethos.was one of trainingfor rulership in the imperial tradition.

•••• 1 • '.

. "

In descending order were found also.the Finance Services Academy and the
Police Training 'Institute. These two institutions tended to replicate the CSA.
Probationers to the lesser .prestigioue services received diluted or no preservice
training. . .

Arranged marriageIe commonplace in Pakistan society,. with those. young
superior service probationers considered to be "prized" catches. Undergoing
probationary training was personally .an expensive proposition which was .beyond

. the financiai resources of many riliadle class families. Hence early in their careers
many young probationers became vict.ims of opportunistic landlords a nd :
industrialists who obligingly provided sums of money to purchase formal attire

, '

,. 9
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and cover other expenses. To live as a gentleman' in the British Raj tradition
takes independent financial means. Early in the careers of those "bought"
probationers, they were required-to make "paybacks."

Rigid boundaries within and without each service cadre were maintained.
Seniority, a matter of great importance in a person's career, was established as to
where one placed in his batch of peers. Subsequently, superior or inferior'
performance could not significantly modify this once won relationship. The
service associations were typically well organized and took active roles in
preserving the service tradition. The only social organization which ,clearly cut
across them was the Old Boys Clubs of British universities, mainly those of Oxford
and Cambridge. A master's degree from a British institution in itself conveyed
status and prestige, and often this fact appeared on business cards along with
designation of the service (CSP) (Jones 19876:302-03; Braibanti 1966:250-51).

Under the Bhutto reforms an integrated preservice'training program was
instituted. Greater attention was given to training in specific skills and
knowledge. Carefully fostered elites continued but in a more egalitarian form.
The British dinner jacket for mess nights was replaced by traditional attire. The
ethos of rulership was more tightly contextualized within traditional Islamic
norms of the subcontinent. Nevertheless the bureaucratic value of guardianship
and, distrust of "people" politics continued. '

Under Bhutto's reform measures, integrated training was not adopted for
advanced in-service training. Largely as a consequence of 1950 and early 1960
foreign technical assistance, mainly from the United States, Pakistan established
a complex of in-service training insfitutions.P The principal ones were the
National Institutes of Public Administration (NIPA) at Karachi and Lahore, the
Pakistan Academy of Rural Development at Peshawar (PARD), and the Pakistan
Administrative Staff College (PASC) at Lahore. Other services also had their own
training institutions.

The training was conducted on a full-time basis, and usually scheduled when
a person was in a career transition. NIPA and PARD training was designated for
mid-level managers whereas the PASC serviced upper managers/executives. This
latter inst.itution was a residence facility which provided good amenities for its
trainees. ' ,

In operating ethos the in-service training institutions reflected the
bureaucratic and social segmentation inherent in Pakistani social life. The NIPAs
were more egalitarian-oriented with their training programs crossing
organizational and service lines, whereas the Administrative Staff College was an
elitist institution designed for a small number of selected individuals.
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At the time of .jndependence, "management veducation -in ,Pakistan's
institutions of higher learning did not exist. ' Hence there was, an .iirgent need to'
remedy this deficiency. Basically, the NIPAs,were established .inthe early 1960s,
to infuse American management principles and practices into Pakistan's ,public,'
service.. Hence, they may be regarded asdnstitufione of organizational
expediency. If Pakistan's institutions of higher. education should, ever develop
quality programs in management, then the need for.fheNlf'As would be greatly
diminished, with constructive' on-the-job training programs established to, meet
specific program needs." After three decades, this expectation. has'. not been '
adequately met. The NIPAs have expanded in number to service the Peshawar
and Quetta regions whil~ on-the-job training programs remain poor~y developed.

, In contra~t the PASC drew its inspiration froin the British experience, '
namely its administrative staff college located at Henley-on-Thames.' Trainees
w~re heavily drawn' from the .G~neralist arid Financial \Services. Its facilities
reflect the status and prestige' of the superior services, somewhat like those of the
former,CSA. .

, t

I '

Unlike the NIPAs, the PASC gives priority 'attention to policy issues arid'
analyses. , Ita organizational focus centers on, the federal and provincial
secretariats. It is not. a remedial oriented institution but rather itseeks to equip'
its clienteles to better understand evolvingpolicy issues.. In broad terms the NLp,A
programs are more oriented' in how to get Jhe')ob done" and the PASC in how t?
determine the right job/direction. ' For both institutions .the task is to .rejuvenate .
selected civil servants by removing them from thedailydeinandsofthe workplace.

) " " ,

,~. ., , ' ,. : '.. '. ' , ,,'

\ Employment Quotas and Ethnic Preference. Following the .practice of the
British Raj, recruitment to ,the middle and upp~rm~hag~mi:lntlevels was initially
based upon the 'principle of merit ..:...- .ascertained on the basis 'of written
examinations, interviews, and in appropriate, instances, individual performance
records: Early in Pakistan's existence, theprinciple-of'meritwas 'modified by
reserving posts in both the fede/al and provincial government for special groups.
Under the Bhutto'regime, provision was made for ,lateral recruitment to posts '
within the central secretar-iat and elsewhere. One' study shows that in 1980~ only"
ten percent of the posts in the federal government were filled 011- the criteria .of
merit. The remaining 90 percenfi-were-Hietributed jon weighted critenia of
population of, the provinces, tribal areas, and the .federal area 'of 'Islamabad'
(Raheem and Husain 1980:324; Cf. Khan and Zafarullah 1984): " ,

.' J " ',". I.

In the words of Professor' Charles H. Kennedy (19841>:1), "Pakistan could be '
~' described as the archetypal quota state...."31. There evolved a' complex system of

regional and vested interest quotas for recruitment to federal arid provincial
governments and' semi-autonomous ,governmeritenterprises as a' survival
expediency, to ameliorate the divisive tendencies of ethnic diversitycsubstantial
.une'qua l regional development and iinbalanced institutional growth and

i '
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development. These have since been extended to include student admissjon to
educational institutions. Quotas have been set aside for representatives to
legislative bodies. They are employed to (a) introduce remedial or compensatory
measures for identified disadvantaged persons ranging from those of regional
linguistic groups to children of widows and non-Muslim minorities, and (b)
provide some measure of proportional representation ranging from linguistic
regions to gender. In political practice, preferential quotas have become a form of
patronage-providing through the political process a means to reward some
groups and punish others.. Under both the Bhutto and Zia regimes, political
appointments, especially of a lateral character, were used to place in key positions
persons who were sympathetic with the government's policies .

. ,

Vested groups such as the military, organized professionals, and sportsmen
(mainly those athletes of reputation in field hockey and cricket), have managed
through provisions of quota: systems to secure special advantages for. themselves
along with their spouses and progeny. '

Possibly quotas have reduced divisive tendencies and brought some measure
of national integration. The sunk costs, however, were high. The most serious
was the compromise of the merit' principle, with its more than 100 years of ,'I

history. Many exceptional young individuals were excluded from the public
service: large numbers opted out of taking the recruitment examinations. Since
1977 the Federal Public Service Commission has found difficulty in filling
vacancies at large by competitive examination. This situation has been
exacerbated by the .complexity of the personnel process which results in long
delays in establishing eligibility for appointment and tendering of appointments.
Sizeable amounts of scarce resource 'have been utilized to administer the complex
quota system. '

> The system's operation reinforces the Pakistani's impression of widespread
bureaucratic corruption, especially in~he area of lateral appointment where
competitive, examination has either been bypassed or simplified. With -lesser

.qualified persons appointed or promoted to key positions, morale in the civil
service was affected. .

While this personnel practice may have improved regional representation in
the organs of government, it. has reinforced invidious distinctions between the
ethnic groups and regions.

The. use of quotas and ethnic preference was conceived as a short-term
measure by' which to achieve greater employment equity and national
commitment. Every body of public .inquiry has recommended its elimination or at
least phase-down: 'I'hecontraryhasoccurred with quotas in themselves becoming
vested rights, entitlements of a sort-spreading and deepening in bureaucratic
practice. .
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A subject scarcely addressed in Pakistan's pragmatic search f~r public equity
was the latent socio-religious issue 8f Islamic sectarianism. In the broader context
of Sunni versus Shia orthodoxy, PakistaniJeaders have managed to secure a
surprising degree "ofequanimity, In the narrower-context of Islamic sects, serious
problems of divisiveness have surfaced., '. ,

A difficult problem emerges in "the treatment.ofnon-Islemic minoriti~s. .As ~
Leonard Binder (1963:88 ff.) writes, 'the 'Koran and the' Hadiths are clear that "an
infidel should never exercise authority over, a Muslim',' (Koran 3:24, 5:5E;» .. Some
kinds of minorities never fit. They are intolerable and insoluble. For Islam they
are 'heretics. Reactions to such individuals and their followers' historically have
been quick and drastic. Those' deviate socio-religious groups that survived have'
been reduced to a non-Muslim status..with a separate theology accessible only to '

, thqir initiates. ~ In the Middle East the Alawites and the Druze are prominent:
.examples. The Bahais in Iran represent' another anathema: to traditional Islam.
For India the S'ikhs fall into this grouping. /' .

By martial Iaw provision issued on 26 April 1984, the c~ntrov~rsi~lAhmadi
~ sect was designated as a non-Islamic religion. With this act, the 'government

imposed draconian-like measures on the beliefs and practices of this socio
religious group (jama'at) (Jones 1987b:74-9'(; Kennedy and Jones 198~:103-32).

Its leaders fled' abroad to .safe haven in 'Great' Britain, in effect abandoning their . -.
once flourishing ce~ter tij Rabawah located in the Punjab province. ' '

A sense of tragedy prevails' for this reformist Isl~mic sect.. At the -time of
partition (1947) they opted to move from India to Pakistan, desiring to become
part of the new Islamic Republic of Pakistan. Unlike 'their more orthodox
members, the Ahmadis accepted Western education and produced a number 'of '
outstanding persons, including one, Nobel prize winner in physics. They were
attracted to public service j includingtthe military. Their successea brought
resentment in the orthodox communities. Since the earhest days of Pakistan,
Ahmadis have experienced violence, persecution and murder. T~ei~ position.
becarite increasingly' tenuous under Zia's 'Islamization program. The state was
increasingly being defined within the terms of Islamic fundamentalism.'
Conformity to belief and practice will be prescribed by government, Equity and
social justice will be framed in, new legal concepts,. with the notion of equality
being reinterpreted. " ' -. '

But one aspect did not change.. The government sought to pursue equity
through its conventional systems of quotas and ethnic' preference. While the'

r Ahmadi population numbers three or more million, the government records 'only
63,675 Ahmadis. One seat was reserved for the Ahmadis in the National
Assembly: The Ahmadis are now kafi~8 (infidels), which means they are simply

. non-persons. They ~an never be elevated to full citizenship. ' As one Muslim
scholar 'writes: "Neither the Bahais n~r the Ahmadis can exist without being
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persecuted under a Sunni or Shia state. 'Their salvation under contemporary
politics lies in achieving a separate state of their own" (Letter dated 18 September
1985).

Staffing Key Positions: Technocrats and Generalists. No aspect of public
organization is so difficult to resolve as the working relationships between the
specialist/technocrats and the generalist/managers." While this applies to all
levels and components of organizations, it is especially nagging at the strategic
apex where technical expertise of productive work to be performed must mesh into
the capacity to resolve competing political demands (Mintzberg 1983:Chapter 1).

Management as a legitimate subject and discipline is basically a late 19th
and early 20th century American product. It emerged .as a consequence of
accelerated industrialization and urbanization which required large scale,
complex organizations. There are essentially no mangement problems in agrarian
societies such as at the time of the British Raj. There are, however, a lot of
political problems in the LasweIIian sense of who gets what, how, when, where.
Hence administrative politics takes on inordinate importance since this is the way
where the "most" is to be "gotten." '

With the emergence of the administrative state, the purview of government'
expanded to include the production of goods and services. Its technical operating
core was transformed (Jones 1985:55-83). Managing the technical core of the new
transformed organizations must primarily be the responsibility of technocrats and
not generalists. For Pakistan this has.not typically been the case. From hospitals
to electrical power plants,' generalists In civil service rank have dominated the
strategic apex of many technically driven organizations.

In the disturbances of 1968-69 the technocrats, mainly physicians and
engineers, openly contested their subordinate position to the generalists. During

_ the Bhutto reforms in 1973 they fought for more reserved posts in the central and
provincial secretariats and the strategic apex of large public enterprises. A decade
later in the 1980s they were again agitating for greater recognition (Kennedy
1983:98-l21j 1987:Chapter 7). \

Under Pakistan's administrative state which was heavily funded with
foreign aid, a case could be made that the strategic importance of the 'technocrats
had greatly increased. To manage Pakistan's hydraulic system, the largest
irrigation eystem in the world, takes persons educated and trained in
extraordinary technical expertise. Generalists cannot adequately perform these
functions.

WhHe in recent years improved accommodation between technocrats and
generalists has been reached, the issue is far from being ,resolved. Most jobs in
bureaucracy have both their technical and political dimensions. In most
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organizations the technical consideration is inversely related to echelon level. The'
higher 'the echelon level,the lower the importanceof technical factors in contrast
to the political factors. This fact is structured into Pakistan's bureaucracy with its
secretariat system'which could be one of its 'strengths: '. ' -

The issue of technical versus political ~anagement'is"complicated by the
ex'tl;'eme difficulty in preparing a~d securing political managers. In other words: ..
"Can political management be taught?" There is no-question aboutvtechnical
management. It can be taught. Found here is the so-called difference between
soft science against hard science. Political 'management falls into the former and '
not the latter category. At best it represents a form ofdistilled wisdom gained out
of meaningful experience. ',I' '

Of these two contending aspects, quality political management is' more
critical because through its policy process, it determines the feasible. In contrast, '
technical management is concerned with' carrying out the detailed .activitiee of
projects/programs. Here is found the delicate problem of management of means
against management of ends which requires the accommodation of two different

, kinds of mind-sets.

Administrative reform in Pakistan never basically confronted this vital 'issue.
Possibly it was never mentioned since officialreports dealt more 'with mundane ..
rather than theoretical aspects of its bureaucracy'. ' The basic Jour substances of
the. administrative state, asearlier discussed, were never molded into new wholes.
Admitting' a few technocrats into' a .few strategic positions in an

, establishmentarian system was not the appropriate means by which to mobilize' ,
meaningful science and technology in 'vital government' operations. Rank based
on technically designed jobs is the only way to, insU:r~ that technical skills and

'knowledge may be infused and utilized properly in technologically driven'
-, organizations.' This requirement means that Pakistan will ,have to revise and
, revamp its entire educational establishment" recruitment -examinat.ion and

promotion system, and career patterns. It 'must, as well take, a hard look at its
society.

In addition, technocrats in their mid-career would have to be converted into
political managers, rather than generalists in their early careers forced into
technocratic inolds. In the 1960s, U.S. technical assistance offered a: solution to ,
this critical matter which was' summarily rejected (Bower 1983). Instead Pakistan'
sought to pursue a practice of expediency where a' few technical-type civil servants
would be appointed to secretariat and upper management posts - in effect
maintaining the status quo. ' '," , '

Lateral Recruitment and Movement. Opening up the bureaucracy to lateral
'recruitment and movement was a major feature of Bhutto's administrativereform
(Kennedy 1987:Chapter 6). In August 1973Ia:teral recruits were appointed to the
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revised service structure, with its newly created occupational groups. Over the
next five years a total of 514 lateral appointments were made, with the majority
drawn from within the government. Of these appointments; 48 military officers
were laterally recruited.

From its inception this program encountered problems, with the Establishment
• Division finding it difficult to place the.new lateral recruits. Under the subsequent Zia

regime lateral recruitment was early curtailed andfinally abandoned,

•

With its cadre system and dominance by the generalists, it was inevitable
that this program would fail, Yet its process was accelerated by compromise in'
the merit principle and the appointment 'of many persons with marginal
qualifications. Training programs to transform technocrats into political
managers were never initiated, since this is not a feature of Pakistan's career
development. Technocrats who reach strategic positions remain few in number.

.With the secretariat system intact, it 'was virtually imposaible for'lateral
recruitment such' as in the United States to take place at the strategic apex level
of management. Ministers and related political officials continued to draw their

.staffs from career civil servants who operate as politicians for hire.

Bhutto's notion of the need to infuse "newblood" in the personnel system had
merit. Pakistan could not find a way to accomplish it without seriously
weakening the civil service.

The Unified National Pay Scale. A major contention in the 1968-69
disturbances was the complexity and wide variance in the compensation of the
cadres and classes of employees. As part of the service structure revision, the
Bhutto administrative reform introduced the Unified National Pay Scale
(Kennedy 1981:78-100 and A.I. Hussain 1987:139-48). Supposedly, the 600-odd
pay scales were replaced by a pay scale of 22 grades. In design this scale had
much in common with the U.S. federal government's General Schedule, which was
studied by Pakistani reformers. Bhutto's 1973 guidelines for reform provided that
·"the correct grading for each post would be determined by job evaluation"
(Hussain 1987:139).

• In Pakistan's administrative reform, the implementation of the National Pay
Scale was a major accomplishment. It rationalized to some degree the pay
structure of government. The extraordinary complexity of the former system was
reduced but it was .iot eliminated. In some ways, it made the service structure
more egalitarian by narrowing the gap between the highest and the lowest paid
public employee. It introduced pay comparability between the services.

In spite ~f th se positive aspects, the reform avoided several critical issues.
Special pay p ices for certain occupations such as teachers, lateral recruits,
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physicians, and technical personnel were 'introdu~ed.. Left intact for the more,
prestigious services were special provisions for housing, ',local compensation, senior
postings, and travel allowances. '.,

Product ofAnother Age

Pakistan's personnel system is, a product of another time, another age. It is
much studied, remains controversial.tandis inadequately understood..

..' ~Since,Pakistan's earliest days meaeures'have been introduced for its
improvement. Basically, they maybe characterized .as emotionally charged
expediencies to deal 'with :crises' of'.the moment.Pakist~nipolicymakers 'have
resisted systematic. social and. .organizat.ional differentiation of their
adminietrative state; They have sought tomaintain the status quo while at the'
sametiine imposing on the administrative state heavy socioeconomic burdens of
development, Us organizational structure' is 'fused in the sense. that social,
economic and political activities are heavily vested in the 'government
bureaucracy. This' situation will continue as .long as the market principle remains
poorly understood and private business is' suspect. With ~owing Islamization; the.
issue arises: Can Pakistan adequately develop a healthy market economyr . The
quest for an answer 'goes beyond the purpose of this' examination except to •
conclude that Pakistan's personnel system will remain entrapped-in another f:\ge
until a new configuration of ~conomic forces brings about socio-transformation.
With such a transformation there may arise a more constructive form' of dynamic
conservatism. ' :'" , , ' , '.",',.

Ge~er~lSummary and Coneluston-

A contradiction exists when Pakistan's public personnel'administration is
examined against its nearly 200~year history (1793-,1993). At the timaof the
,partition of the Indian. subcontinent (1947), the Indian qvil Service (ICS) was
deemed one of the finest of its kind ever established. It was instrumental in
providing unified rule over the entire subcontinent, a hietoricalaccomplishment
never before achieved and not feasible now. It introduced a fair measure of order'
and justice and progress based ona body of equitable law and sound pninciples of
public administration. . ,

Pakistan' inherited that proud legacy which now in the popular and, scholarly
commentaries is deemed almost a "curse." 'rhil!! was unfortunate because history
is always prologue. '

Pakistan's reform efforts have been based upon disjointed understanding of
history, inadequate theoretical underpinnings, .and ineffective coordination .of
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initiatives. The issue of an inefficient and ineffective public service should not
have been narrowly conceived as administrative reform in which personnel
administration was a major constituent but should have rather been broadly
interpreted as institutional refor~ in which organization was the major
consfituent.

'Such a contextual approach would have required Pakistan's principal
decisionmakers to address pathological ills stemming from extreme socio
organizational' segmentation and excessive narcissistic behavior. Parochialism in

,its worst forms of rampant sectarianism and communalism ,could have been better
understood, and politically con~ned.

But it must be recognized that Pakistan survives, and not by accident.
Pakistan's inherited imperial tradition served to bond together a fragile polity. Its
basic governance institutions hav:e withstood unscrupulous polit.icians and
vindictive groups. Bureaucrats within the Indian Civil Service (ICS) ethos stood
up against corrupt and incompetent politicians. They have brought rationalistic
and technocratic outlook in the conduct of public affairs'. They have sought to
overpower the myriad of forces of irrationality. Assailed and attacked, the
bureaucracy to this day remains the best depository of intellectual talent and
public wisdom. -It has a large numbe~ of doctorates from British, Canadian,
United States and other foreign universities. Unlike most countries including the
United States, Pakistan's public servants publish books and quote poetry. They
give speeches and teach at the nation's complex of training institutions. They are
proficient in several languages.

This small class of upper civil servants have sorely beeni'whip-Iaehed." 'I'his
should not be surprising since they, basically ,functioned not as public managers
but as politicians. In some ways they could be perceived as professional
mercenaries within Machiavellian terms. '

Missing in the new situation Of independence was' clear-cut authority/
mandate to act. .Under the British Raj authority-to act was vested in the Crown,
although at times its legitimacy was questioned by Indian subjects. Nevertheless,
the ISCers were his/her Majesty's civil servants.' Autocratic tendencies were
tempered by powerful- oversight institutions. Parliament could, and did, address
wronga. A powerful free press both in India and Great Britain quickly spoke out
against perceived bureaucratic mismanagement and injustices. A strong judiciary
evolved which showed will' and independence in resolution of autocratic 'conduct in
the bureaucracy. Then there were the countless forums found in British
universities, private associations, missionary churches and intellectual salons that
with no hesitation debated timely issues facing imperial India. The civil service
could not escape the leveling consequences of public opinion.
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With Pakistan's independence, except for the judiciary, most of this sort of
institutional oversight vanished. Under such eircumstances Lord Acton. was right. ' '
Even good and intellectual men can be corrupted. This progress accelerates when, '
too much of the-national resource falls under control of the administrative state'.

.P~kistan faces a c~itical juncture as 'to what sort of political economy it,
wishes 'to develop. Until this.Issue is resolved.ipersonnel improvement as partof ..
administrative reform in the larger context of institutional development remains
fraught I with insuperable problems. 'Suchaswith the past;' no significant
organizational transformation will take place. Expedient modifications will be
introduced 'to shore up an "incomplete'vpersonnel system which never quite moves
out of the realm of crisis management. In form it will be segmented into a larger
segmented administrative system. , It will not be open and subject to evolutionary ,
growth anddevelopment. AJs with the past there will be periodic rebellions .but no
revolution. Merit will, increas/ingly be downplayed, with ascriptive supplanting
prescriptive criteria. Rewards will continue to be uneven, making it difficult to
motivate persormel-e-especially at the lower 'echelons. 'Excessive 'careerism, will
continue, with job protection paramount.. ideals, and rewards for truly, serving the
public .will remain ambiguous.' Changes 'In the system will be-mainly mechanical
in nature', str~!3singtechnique over substance. " ' ,

What Pakistan sorely n:eeds_are countervailing influences generated out of a
growing pluralism of universitieevpublic. policy' centers" voluntary associations,
civic groups, business enterprises, religious bodies; all of which contribute to the '
making of dynamic and responsible government. ,The lesson drawn out of'the
Pakistan experience is thatthe change centering alone on the personnelieyetem will '
~ot effect any meaningful improvement in the conduct of administrative affairs.
Without meaningfulpolitical reform there Can be no meaningful administrative
reform. The old RQ,d traditional' ways of conducting the public business, will
continue. 'Ideas for' their reform will be put forth, clash. with convention 'and
dissipate. Change will be of a gradual nature, with the old system moving slowly
into a new, set of social niches. Narcissistic behavior will be commonplace, po~sibly
tempered by an ethos ofintellectualism. Segmentedsocial Iife undouhtedly will be
complicated by new strands arising out, of Pakistan's taccelerated industrial
development andemergent urbanization, 'Ali the segmented entities will, take on
more Islamic character which may over time have a social leveling effect.

, • " 1.1 . .. ,

, '.
In the terms of Hofstede" the society will remain characterized by social

collectivism which fosters strong loyalty to ethnic group and, region. Individuals
will' be profoundly shaped by the narcissism generated out of a'd~iring followers:
With the growing Islamization, charisma may become more prevalent.

i The high power distance with its vast social inequalities, will continue. .Title,
rank and status will carry great importance.

' . ...:
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Continued belief in kismet or Islamic fate will be evidenced. .Pakistan is a
fatalistic society. Pakistanis will continue' as low risk takers, with the upper
bureaucracy given inordinate power and responsibility. There will be little
mobility into and out of the civil service. The overwhelming number of public
employees will be recruited before the age of 30 years-epending all of their
productive years in the bureaucracy.

The upper bureaucracy will continue to be characterized by excessive formal
rules, with measures to provide security arid reduce individual risk.

. '

Qualities of masculinity, now' already dominant, with growing Islamization
will take on greater significance. The roles between men and ~omenwill continue
to be sharply defined. "

While merit in recent times has greatly been compromised, the upper
bureaucracy will retain its generalist 'tradition with a strong intellectual bent. It
represents Pakistan's best hope for change, especially if society becomes more
liberalized by market forces generated by increased pluralism and softening of
social segmentation.

But then who can say for sure? As ancient Greeks taught, only the Gods can
see the future; mere mortals live in the present. Wise men may know things
about to occur." Just possibly with its now, 40 years of intellectual clashing of
ideas, Pakistan will soon articulate a new form of personnel management more
fitting for its developmentalistic age.
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experience. See Mohammad Mohabbat Khan, "Politics of Administrative Refonn and Reorganization
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